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Abstract 
Codes for the solution of the initial value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations adjust heir step sizes 
so as to keep the estimated local errors smaller than a given tolerance and, at the same time, solve the problem as 
efficiently as possible. Step sizes providing the desired accuracy may be too large for stability, yet this does not cause the 
popular codes to become unstable. The theory explaining why this is so holds only in very restricted circumstances. This 
paper broadens and deepens the theory for explicit Runge-Kutta methods. 
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1. Introduction 
General purpose codes for the numerical solution of the initial value problem for a system of 
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) estimate the (local) error made at each step and reduce the 
step size as necessary to keep the error smaller than a tolerance specified by the user. When the 
estimated local error is rather smaller than required, the codes increase the step size to make the 
integration more efficient. A stiffproblem isone for which the accuracy requirement can be satisfied 
with step sizes that are much too large for stability of the numerical method. It was first pointed out 
in [9-1 that popular codes do not exhibit instability when they encounter stiffness, and it was argued 
that this is because control of the local error stabilizes the integration. It is found in experiment that 
if the step sizes are stable for an associated model problem obtained by linearization, then the 
estimated error damps out as the integration progresses, leading eventually to an increase of the 
step size. If the step sizes are unstable for the model problem, the integration becomes unstable and 
the estimated error grows, leading eventually to a reduction of the step size that stabilizes the 
integration. It is not generally appreciated that the theory explaining this behavior of the methods 
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and their error estimators i valid only in very restricted circumstances. In this paper we broaden 
and deepen the theory for explicit Runge-Kutta methods. 
For an investigation of stiffness, we must identify a class of problems with stable solutions that 
are so easy for a family of numerical methods that the desired accuracy can be achieved with step 
sizes much too large for stability of the methods. Nearly all previous work on the matter at hand is 
restricted to the solution with constant step size of an ODE of the form 
y' = Jy (1.1) 
with constant matrix J. When the real parts of the eigenvalues of J are all negative, the problem is 
globally stable and all solutions converge to v(x) - O. Because Runge-Kutta methods are exact for 
this limit solution, a continuity argument implies that as the integration progresses, any desired 
accuracy can be achieved with larger and larger step sizes, eventually for step sizes too large for 
stability. An ODE of the form (1.1) is simple enough to analyze in detail and it is hoped that results 
for it will provide guidelines for more general ODEs that lead to (1.1) by linearization. However, 
even within this classical framework, several important issues remain open. Linearization of more 
general equations leads to inhomogeneous equations, y' = Jy + g. Although the stability of the 
ODE and the stability of the numerical method are not affected by the presence of g 4: 0, the 
analysis of the local error estimate is affected. Constant step size is quite unrealistic because 
Runge-Kutta codes typically alter the step size at every step. In Section 3 we extend the classical 
theory to take these matters into account. Earlier work overlooked the possibility of an error 
estimator degenerating in a way that makes it blind to instability. We provide examples of such 
formulas, including a pair due to Hall and Higham [6] that has received attention because of its 
good stability properties. Some new issues arise when studying more realistic situations. 
For instance, we show by example that an integration with variable step size can be unstable 
even though a constant step size integration with the same average step size is stable, and 
vice versa. 
As noted above, it is hoped that results for an ODE of the form (1.1) will provide guidelines for 
more general equations leading to it by linearization, but there has been no previous attempt o 
justify this. Our results for linear problems are global in nature, but it is to be expected that results 
for nonlinear problems will be local, and this already appears when we identify a class of nonlinear 
problems for which stiffness is to be expected. Specifically, we study problems of the form 
Y' = JY + gO') in the neighborhood of a constant solution v. In agreement with computational 
practice, a step size h is described as being stable if integration with constant step size h of the model 
problem (1.1) is stable. With suitable assumptions about J, we prove that when a Lipschitz constant 
for g(y) is sufficiently small and all the step sizes used are stable, the integration is stable for the 
nonlinear problem and the estimated error tends to zero exponentially fast. To explain computa- 
tional experience, we must also prove instability and growth of the estimated error when the step 
sizes are too large for stability. This is much harder and we have to make stronger, though still 
realistic, assumptions about go') to prove this. Our results for stable integrations are global, but 
those for unstable integrations are necessarily ocal as demonstrated by an example for which an 
error estimator fails to recognize that the step size is too large for stability after the numerical 
solution leaves the neighborhood of the limit solution. 
Stiff problems are frequently modeled by nonautonomous equations of the form 
y' = JO" -p (x ) )  +p ' (x )  where p(x) is a limit solution that is "easy" for the method. In Section 5 
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these ODEs are analyzed using the techniques developed for nonlinear equations. New issues arise 
because the numerical methods are not exact for the limit solution. 
2. Preliminaries 
First we make some basic definitions and recall some of the literature. We consider the numerical 
integration of an initial value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations in auton- 
omous form, 
Y' =f0 ' ) ,  a <<. x <<. b, y(a) given. (2.1) 
Codes based on discrete variable methods tep through the interval I-a, b] producing approxima- 
t ionsy, toy(x.)  on a mesh a = Xo < Xl < -" < XN = b. When advancing the integration one step 
of size h. from x. to x. + 1 = x.  + h., an explicit Runge-Kutta formula has the form 
Yo =y. ,  fo =f ( ro ) ,  
j -1  
Yj = Yo + h. Z flj, k fk, f j  =f(Y j ) ,  j = 1 .. . .  , s, (2.2) 
k=O 
Yh+l =Y,  + h, ~ 7 j f j .  
j=0  
Here the stages 3~ and the coefficients flj.k and ~j define the formula. For a constant solution v of 
(2.1), f(v) = v' = 0. Using this in (2.2) it is seen that ify. = v, theny,+ 1= v, implying that an explicit 
Runge-Kutta formula will integrate xactly constant solutions of (2.1). 
The error of the step to x.+l is estimated by comparing the result y ,+l  with a result 
.f, +1 obtained independently using a higher-order formula: 
est. =.O.+ 1 -y .+ 1. (2.3) 
The codes select he step size automatically so as to use the largest step size for which a norm of this 
estimate is no more than a specified tolerance. 
Whether a step is accepted or rejected epends on the norm used to measure its error. The paper 
[7] studies the role of the norm in stability questions related to those of this paper. However, our 
attention is directed not at acceptance or rejection of a single step; we ask whether a sequence of 
steps results in errors that grow or decay exponentially fast, instability or stability. If we can 
demonstrate, say, that a sequence of steps leads to an exponential decay of error in one norm, it 
follows that the error decays exponentially fast in any norm. It is to be appreciated that for this 
demonstration, we may make assumptions about the size of initial perturbations in a specific norm 
and these assumptions might not be true of initial perturbations in the norm of any given code. 
For some of our purposes the maximum norm proves convenient and for others, a vector norm 
defined in terms of the matrix M that diagonalizes J,
lluJl = lIMull , 
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and its subordinate matrix norm 
IlZll = ItMZM-111~. 
We shall refer to this second norm as the M-norm. 
The classical stability analysis is concerned with an ODE of the form y' = Jy. It is assumed that 
the constant matrix J is diagonalizable and that all its eigenvalues have a negative real part. These 
assumptions imply global stability and that all solutions approach the constant solution v = 0 
exponentially fast. When an explicit Runge-Kutta formula is applied to this equation with step size 
h at x,,y,, the recipe (2.2) has the formy,+ 1= P(hJ)y,. Here P(hJ) is a polynomial in hJ called the 
stability polynomial of the formula. The stability region of the method is the set S = {zl Re(z) ~< 0 
and IP(z)l ~< 1}. The classical result is that for a constant step size h, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for stability of the integration is that h2~ ~ S for all eigenvalues 2~ of J. Shampine 1-9] 
investigated the estimate (2.3) of the error of a step and showed that if the constant step size is 
stable, the estimate gets smaller as the integration proceeds, leading eventually to an increase of the 
step size. Further, if h is too large for stability and the initial values are such that the integration is
unstable, then the estimate grows, leading eventually to a step failure and a reduction of the step 
size that will stabilize the integration. These results suggest hat a code will use, on average, the 
largest step size that is stable. Accordingly the cost of the integration will depend weakly on the 
accuracy desired (and achieved) and some h2~ will, on average, lie near the boundary of the stability 
region, S. Hall and Higham [3-5, 7] investigate the existence of a steady state for which h2j lies on 
the boundary of S, 2j being the eigenvalue of J which is first to leave the stability region as the step 
size is increased. They give necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of this steady state, 
but they do not analyze unstable steady states nor cases when increasing the step size takes more 
than one complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues outside the stability region. They state that 
numerical evidence suggests an unstable step size will be reduced to a stable one and that the 
average step size will thus remain near the stability boundary. 
3. Linear problems 
Previous work has been restricted to ODEs of the form y' = Jy mainly for two reasons. One is 
that these problems are so simple that it is possible to analyze fully the behavior of both the 
solution and its numerical approximation. Another is that such ODEs are described as arising from 
linearization of (2.1) and it is hoped that the results provide some understanding of more general 
equations. However, linearization of (2.1) leads to model problems of the form 
y' = Jy + g. (3.1) 
Previous work has also been restricted to constant step size, despite the fact that effective 
Runge-Kutta codes normally change the step size at every step. It is easy enough to extend the 
classical analysis to deal with stability for inhomogeneous problems and variable step size, but to 
understand the phenomena depending on the error estimator, we must proceed ifferently. In the 
course of these extensions of the classical theory, we shall see that error estimators can degenerate 
in a way that had not been noticed before. 
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We start by looking at the stability of an explicit Runge-Kutta formula applied to (3.1) with 
a step size that can vary. When the step size is constant, it is either stable or not. The situation is 
more complicated when the step size can vary, and we do not investigate all the possibilities, 
contenting ourselves with sequences of step sizes that are uniformly stable or uniformly unstable. 
To this end, let us define an r-stable step size h as one for which [P(h2~) I ~< r < 1 for all eigenvalues 
2i of J, and a stable step size as one for which IP(h21)l < 1. An r-unstable step size h is one for which 
IP(h2j)l/> r > 1 for some 2j. 
Theorem 1. Let y,  + ~, z, + 1 be the results of a step of h, of a Runge-Kutta method (2.2) applied to (3.1) 
from x, and approximations y, ,  z., respectively. For a sequence {h.} of r-stable step sizes, 
Ily,+ x - z,+xll ~ rlly~ - z.ll, 
where r < 1. I f  {h,} is r-unstable for an eigenvalue 2~ and y,  - z, has a nonzero component in the 
direction of an eigenvector correspondin9 to 2j, then the component in this direction is increased in 
y,  + 1 - z. + 1 by a factor of r > 1. 
Proof. Linearity and the form the method takes when applied to a homogeneous problem lead to 
y .+,  - Z.+l = P(h. J )( .v,  - z,) (3.2) 
and 
IIY,,+ ~ - z.+~ll ~ II P(h. J ) I I  Ily,, - z,, II. 
In the M-norm, jlP(h.J)ll = maxi Ie(h.2i)l, so if h. is r-stable, this quantity is no greater than 
r < 1. Suppose now that there is an eigenvalue 2j for which h. is r-unstable and that y. - z. 
has a component in the direction of an eigenvector corresponding to this 2j. Eq. (3.2) shows 
that this component of y , -  z, is multiplied by a factor with magnitude at least as big 
as r> 1. [] 
Stability of the numerical solution {Yn} with initial valuey0 means that forall Zo sufficiently close 
to Yo, the solution {z.} with initial value Zo is such that I l y . -  z.II is bounded uniformly iil n. 
Instability means that there are initial values z0 aroitrarily close to Yo for which [lY, - z. II is not 
bounded in n. It is immediate from Theorem 1 that for any sequence of r-stable step sizes, the 
numerical integration is stable. Indeed, any two numerical solutions {y,}, {z,} approach one 
another exponentially fast as n increases. Also, for any sequence of r-unstable step sizes, we can find 
a Zo arbitrarily close to Yo for which Yo - Zo has a component in the direction of an eigenvector 
corresponding to 2j. The magnitude of this component ofy.  - z, grows exponentially fast in n, so 
the integration is unstable. Because of linearity these results are global, meaning that it does not 
matter how close Zo is to Yo. 
Now let us turn our attention to error estimators of the form est. =.f .  + 1 - Y. + 1. A neat way to 
deal with the inhomogeneity of the ODE is to exploit the fact that any explicit Runge-Kutta 
method will integrate xactly a constant solution. Because all the eigenvalues of J are assumed to 
have a negative real part, J -1  exists and (3.1) has a constant solution, namely v = - J - lg .  
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Theorem 2. Let fin +1, Yn + 1 be the results of a step of hn of  two Runge-Kut ta  methods (2.2) applied to 
(3.1)from Xn and yn. Let fn+ l be the higher-order esult. For any sequence {hn} of r-stable step sizes, 
the estimated local error (2.3) of the numerical solution {Yn} decays to zero exponentially fast. 
Proof. 
(3.2), then 
Yn+I  - -  v = P (hn J ) (y  n - -  V), 
and similarly for fin + 1 -- V. Manipulation of (2.3) leads to 
(Yn+, -- V) -- (Yn+, -- V) = [P(hnJ)  - P(hnJ)](Yn - v), 
hence 
eStn = [P (h , J )  - P(h , J ) ]  O'n -- V) 
and 
Because xplicit Runge-Kutta formulas are exact for a constant solution, if we take Zn = v in 
I lest.  II l i P (h#)  - P(h.g)ll IlY. - vi i .  
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Let S be the stability region of the lower-order method. If hn is stable for the basic formula yielding 
Yn + 1, it is still possible for it to be unstable for the companion formula yielding.0n +1. This causes no 
difficulty for the stability of the integration because fn + 1 is used only for estimation of the local 
error. For a sequence of stable step sizes 
IIP(hmg) - P(hmJ)ll : max IP(hm)~i) - P(hm).i)[ < f + r. 
i 
Here f = maxims IP(z)l is not necessarily less than 1, but it is certainly finite. From (3.3) it follows 
that for a sequence of r-stable step sizes, the quantity Ilyn - v II tends to zero exponentially fast, 
hence that the estimated local error decays to zero exponentially fast. [] 
The estimator might degenerate in such a way that the estimate is zero and no growth takes place 
even when the integration is unstable. The polynomial Q(z) = P(z) - P(z) appearing as a factor in 
(3.4) must vanish at a finite number of points Z. The expression 
eStn = M- '  diag{P(hn2,) - P(hn2~)} M(yn - v) 
makes it clear that if we are so unfortunate as to have hn2i ~ Z for all i, the estimated error will be 
zero. To avoid the degeneration of the estimator at and near these points, we assume that all the 
hn2i considered are bounded away from the finite set of points Z. This is equivalent to requiring 
that Q(h J )= P (h J ) -  P (h J )  have an inverse that is bounded for all the step size sequences 
considered. Here we take this nondegeneracy assumption in the form that for all step sizes 
h considered, 
I[Q(hJ)- 111 = I I (P (h J )  - P(hJ))- 111 C1, (3.5) 
where Ca is some constant. 
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A nondegeneracy assumption is necessary becz.use interesting formulas have estimates that 
degenerate. In their discussion of the stability questions taken up here, Hairer and Wanner i-3, 
Section IV.2] give Q(z) for several pairs of formulas. Among them are a (2, 3) pair, a Fehlberg (4, 5) 
pair, and two Dormand and Prince pairs that have Q(z) with roots in the right half complex plane. 
Although the estimates degenerate at these points, this is not important because the differential 
equation its,,lfis unstable for hA with a positive real part. More pertinent to the issue is a method of 
Higham and Hall [6]. The root z ~ - 7.5826 of Q(z) is in the left half complex plane and outside 
the stability region of the method. (The stability boundary is about -4.4.) A simpler example 1-4] 
consists of Euler's method embedded in a three-stage scheme. Its error estimate degenerates at the 
root z = - 3 of Q(z), which is outside the stability region of Euler's method. 
Theorem 3. For any 2j that causes a sequence {hn} of step sizes to be r-unstable, suppose that y, - v 
has a nonzero component in the direction of an eigenvector of J corresponding to this ;~j. I f  the 
non-degeneracy assumption (3.5) holds, the estimated local error (2.3) grows exponentially fast. 
Proof. The representation (3.4) along with the nondegeneracy assumption (3.5) leads to 
Q(hJ)-  1 est~ = y~ --  v. 
From this it is easy to see that 
Ci -111Y, - vii = C?ll lQ(hnj)- iestnl l  <<. Ilest, ll. 
We have seen that for a 2j that causes a sequence of step sizes to be r-unstable, if y~ - v has 
a nonzero component in the direction of an eigenvector of J corresponding to this 2j, the 
magnitude of the component will grow exponentially fast. We see now that the estimate of the local 
error must also grow exponentially fast. [] 
We conclude that a sequence of r-unstable step sizes will lead to an unstable integration that will 
be revealed by the norm of the estimated local error growing exponentially fast. When the norm is 
sufficiently large, a step size selection algorithm will reject the step and reduce the step size. In 
conjunction with the result about r-stable step sizes, we have extended previous work to more 
realistic situations. On the other hand, we have not investigated step size sequences that include 
steps that are both stable and unstable. An example shows that the behavior may not be what is 
expected from the classical analysis. Integration of y' = - y with Euler's method and constant step 
size h is stable for h ~< 2. If the step size alternates between hi and h2, it is easily seen that for an 
average step size havg > 2, there is a range of hi such that the computat ion remains table. This is to 
say that an integration with constant step size havg is unstable, but a variable step size integration 
with the same average step size is stable. Similarly, if hav~ < 2, there is a range of hi such that the 
computat ion is unstable. 
4. Non l inear  p rob lems 
Following the classical way of investigating stability, we relate the behavior of a formula applied 
to a nonlinear ODE of the form 
y' = Jy + g(y), (4.1) 
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to its behavior when applied to (1.1), the "model problem" for (4.1). For a study of stiffness, we must 
identify a class of stable problems for which an accurate solution is achieved easily, so easily that 
the step size is restricted by the stability of the numerical method. Building upon the results of 
Section 3, we make here the same assumptions about J and, in particular, assume that the 
eigenvalues of J satisfy p = maxi Re(2i) < 0. We assume that the nonlinear function g satisfies 
a Lipschitz condition in the maximum norm, 
IIg(u) - g(v)II ~ ~< l llu - v II o~, 
implying that in the M-norm, 
Ilg(u) - g(v)ll ~< I~: Ilu - v II, 
where x is the condition number of M. When # < 0 the model problem is contractive in the 
M-norm, meaning that any two solutions converge to one another as x increases. It is shown in 
[10] that the nonlinear problem (4.1) is contractive in the M-norm if 
+ lK < 0. (4.2) 
Furthermore, an easy argument shows that when (4.2) holds, the operator G(v)= - J - lg (v )  is 
contracting in the M-norm. This implies that there is a unique vector v for which v = G(v) or, 
equivalently, 0 = Jv + g(v), showing that v is a constant solution of (4.1). We see then that with the 
assumptions made, all solutions of (4.1) converge to a constant solution v. Because the numerical 
methods are exact for the limit solution, a continuity argument shows that the step size that will 
yield the desired accuracy increases indefinitely as the integration progresses. Accordingly, explicit 
Runge-Kutta methods will suffer from stiffness whenever the numerical solution is sufficiently 
close to the limit solution v of the differential equation. 
To relate solutions of (4.1) to those of the model problem (1.1), Hairer et al. I-1] and Shampine 
1-10-] exploit a representation of Runge-Kutta formulas that is the discrete analog of variation of 
constants. It is found that when a Runge-Kutta formula (2.2) is applied to a problem of the form 
(4.1), the formula has the form 
Yo = Yn, (4.3a) 
j -1  
Y~ = Pj (hd)yn + h Y'. Pj, k(hJ)g(Yk) ,  j = 1, ... ,S, (4.3b) 
k=0 
$ 
Yn+~ = P(h J )yn  + h ~, p~+l, j(hJ)g(Y~). (4.3c) 
j=0  
Here the stability polynomial P(z) and the internal stability polynomials Pj(z) are given by 
j -1  
Pj(z) = 1 + z ~ flj, k Pk(Z), j = O, ... ,s, 
k=0 
P(z) = 1 + z ~. ~ Pj(z), 
j=O 
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and the coefficient polynomials are 
j -1  
Pj, k(Z) = flj, k q- 7. E flj, lPl,k(Z), 
/=k+l  
s 
p~+~,k(z) = ~ + z E ~p~,k(z), 
/=k+l  
Empty sums are interpreted as zero. 
O <<. k < j <<. s, 
k ~ 0~ . . .~S .  
A kind of Lipschitz continuity of this expression with respect o changes in y. is proven in [10]. 
Here we need a generalization of the result. 
Theorem 4. Let y. + 1 and { Yj} be the results (4.3) of a step of h. from x., y. with the Runge-Kutta 
formula (2.2) applied to an equation of the form (4.1), and let z.+ 1 and {Z j} be the results of stepping 
from x.,z.. Suppose that hn <<. H and let O = Su2{zlRe(z) <~ 0 and ]z[ ~< Hp(J)}. Then 
IIYj-Zjll ~ (P~ + nLj) l lY.  - z.ll, j=  1, ... ,s, 
and 
Y.+ x -- Z.+ l = P(h. J )(y.  - z.) + t, 
where 




P*=maxlPj(z)l, 1 <~j<~s, 
z~D 
Pj, k = max lPj, k(Z)l, O <~ k < j <~ s + l, 
zeD 
j -1  
Lj Ix ~ * * = Pj,k(Pk + HLk), 0 <~j <~ s, 
k=O 
og(H) = ~ p,+x,j* (P* + HLj). 
j=O 
Empty sums are interpreted as zero and the formal quantities P~ = 1, Lo = 0. Here p(J) is the 
spectral radius of the matrix J. 
Proof. Representation (4.3) states that 
Yx -- Z1 = P~(h.J)(Yo - Zo) + h.pl ,o (hnJ) [g(Yo) - g(Zo)], 
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from which we find that 
11111 -Z l l l  ~< I IP~(hj) l l  Ily, - z . I I  + nl lpx,o(h, J ) l l  I Ig0' , )  - g(z , ) l l .  
The choice of norm, the definitions of P* and * P~,o, and the Lipschitz condition on g(y) lead to 
[I Ya - z1 II ~< P*IIy. - z.II + Hp'~,o l~c Ilyn - z, II -- (e* + HLt)IIy. -- z.[[. 
This is the case j = 1. Supposing now that the result is true for indices less than j, we have 
j -1  g(Zk)] IIY~ - Zjll = Pj(h. J)(y. -- z.) + h. E Pj, k(h.J)[g(Y~) -- 
k=O 
j -1  
~<P*I[y. z.[I +H E * - Pj, k hcllYk -Z~l l  
k=O 
j -1  
~<P*IIY. z.ll +H ~ * - -  Pj,k I~C (P* + HLk)lly. - z.II 
k=O 
= (P* + HLj) l lY,  - z,l[. 
Similarly, 
h" S S 
E Ps+LJ(h. J ) [g(YJ) -g(ZJ) ]  <.N H E * ps+ l,j Ix(P~. + HLj) I ly ,  - z, II 
j=O j=O 
= I nxto IlY~ - z, II. [ ]  
First we prove a global result about the stability of integrations carried out with a sequence of 
stable step sizes. Then we prove that the estimated local error tends to zero exponentially fast. 
Theorem 5. Let {Yn}, {Z.} be the results of integrations of(4.1) with a Runge-Kutta formula (2.2) and 
a step size sequence {h.}. I f{h.} is r-stable for the model problem and I is sufficiently small, then there 
exists a number v < 1 such that for all n, 
IlY,+~ - z,÷~ll ~< vlly, - z, ll. 
For any initial value Yo, integration with this step size sequence is stable. 
Proof. Because the stability region is finite, there exists a maximum r-stable step size H for the 
given matrix J. With this definition of H, Theorem 4 states that 
Y.+I - z .+~ = P(h. J ) (y.  - z . )  + h. i ps+~, j (h . J ) [g(Y j ) -g(Z j ) ]  
j=O 
and 
IlY.+I -- z.+ll[ <~ IIP(h.J)l[ IlY. --Z.II + lHxoglly. -- z.l[. 
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Because hn is r-stable 
IIP(hnJ)ll = max IP(hnAi)l ~ r, 
implying that 
[tYn+ 1 -- Zn+lll <~ (r + lnxog)llYn -- Znl[- (4.5) 
Because r < 1, there is a range of I for which the integration is stable. Indeed, if I < (1 - r)/(Hxco), 
then there exists a number v such that r + IHxco ~< v < 1, yielding the inequality of the theorem. In 
the circumstances investigated, for all n 
[[Yn - -  Znl[ ~< [[Yo - -  ZO[[, 
hence integration with the step size sequence is stable for any Yo- [] 
Theorem 6. With the assumptions of  Theorem 5, the norm of the estimate of  the local error tends to 
zero exponentially fast as the integration proceeds. 
Proof. If we take Zn to be the constant solution v, then because the formula is exact in this case, 
Zn+l = V and (4.5) becomes 
Ilyn+x - vii <<. (r + lnKco)lly~ -- vii. (4.6) 
Because r + lHxco ~< v < 1, the numerical solution {Yn} approaches the constant solution of the 
differential equation exponentially fast. 
The error estimate (2.3) is the result of steps from Xn, Yn taken independently with two formulas to 
obtain fin+ 1 and yn+ 1- The integration is advanced with Yn+ 1 and the stability result just derived 
supposes that the step size sequence is r-stable for this formula. Applying the argument leading to 
(4.6) to a single step with the companion formula results in 
rl.Pn+ 1 - vii ~< (~+ ln~ccb)llYn - vii, 
where now f = maxz~s IP(z) I  is not necessarily less than 1. A little manipulation of the error 
estimate using these inequalities leads to 
Ilestn[I = I [ ( f in+l  - -  V) - -  O 'n+l  - -  i~)[I 
<,% [r + ~ + IHx(to + o3)] IlYn - vii. 
We have seen that for a sequence of r-stable step sizes, IlYn --  VII tends to zero exponentially fast. 
This fact and the last inequality show that the norm of the estimated error tends to zero 
exponentially fast. [] 
If we are to account for the behavior seen in practical computation, we must also understand the 
role played by instability, a more interesting and difficult matter. For the model problem instability 
arises when a perturbation i a direction corresponding to an eigenvalue 2 i for which I P(hn 2j)l > 1 
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is amplified on successive steps. The nub of the difficulty is that for the model problem a perturba- 
tion in a given direction continues to point in the same direction as the integration proceeds, but for 
nonlinear ODEs, a perturbation is smeared into other directions. This presented no difficulty when 
proving stability because damping takes place in all directions, but it complicates greatly the 
argument demonstrating instability. To deal with this we make stronger, though still realistic, 
assumptions about the nonlinearity. 
Just as in the study of the stability of the ODE by linearization, results about instability are 
inherently local because on leaving the neighborhood where the linear approximation is valid, the 
nonlinearity might result in qualitatively different behavior. This is well known in the context of the 
differential equation itself and we shall provide an example for numerical methods. Because all 
solutions converge to the constant solution v and it is when they approach v that stiffness becomes 
an issue, we investigate instability in a ball B(0 of radius ( about v. Our interest in ODEs of the 
form (4.1) arises from the hope that a study of these problems will provide insight about equations 
of the form (2.1), so let us decompose (2.1) as 
y' = f(.v) = Jy  + g 0,), 
where J = Of(v)~@ and g(y)  = f( .v)  - Jy. For a function g (y) that arises in this way, Taylor 
expansion of the identity 
g (w) - g (z) = f (w)  -- f ( z )  - J (w -- Z) 
shows that g(y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition on B(() with a constant l(() that tends to zero as the 
radius ( of the ball tends to zero. With this in mind, we add to our assumptions the requirement 
that on a ball B(() of radius ( about the constant solution v, g (y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with 
a constant l(() that tends to zero as ( tends to zero. 
We prove now that if we have a sequence of unstable step sizes, there is a class of perturbations 
leading to solutions that grow exponentially fast, at least as long as they remain in a neighborhood 
ofv. To this end we make some preliminary observations and some definitions. The expression (4.4) 
for the propagation of a perturbation i a step of hn from xn is basic. To expose more clearly the 
amplification in the directions of the eigenvectors of J, we change variables by introducing 
~n = M (Y, -- Zn): 
or  
M O'n+ 1 - Zn+ 1) = M P(hn J )  M-  1M (y n - Zn) + Mt ,  
~Sn+, = d iag{P(hn2,)}  6n + T, (4.7) 
where T = Mt.  We investigate a sequence of unstable step sizes, but our argument requires that 
they be bounded in size by a quantity H. This is reasonable when describing practical computation 
because the situation of most interest is what happens when the code increases the step size to the 
point that it is unstable. With the assumptions made, 
IlTIIo~ <. l(()l lMIl~H~ctOHyn --Znlloo <. I(()HKe~OII~n I[~ ~< 1(()C2 II~n [1~, 
where C2 = Hg2tD. A step size hn that is unstable may be so because of several eigenvalues. Let I1 be 
the set of indices corresponding to directions in which perturbations are amplified and let r be the 
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smallest amplification factor. Let 12 be the set of indices corresponding to those directions in which 
perturbations are not amplified: 
IP(h,A~)l t> r > 1 for i e 11, IP(h.Ai)l ~< 1 for i e 12, I1uI2 = {1,2, ... ,m}. 
Component  i of the vector 6. will be denoted by 6.,i. 
Theorem 7. Suppose that h, is an r-unstable step size and that the perturbation 6, = M (y. - v) is 
such that its largest component corresponds to a direction that is amplified, i.e., [J~i, I[oo = [(~n,kl for  
some k e I1. Let ~,+1 = M(y.+I -v )  arise from a step of h. taken from x. and yn. Then for all 
sufficiently small (, the largest component in ~. + 1 also corresponds to a direction that is amplified and 
there is a number v > 1 for which 
Ilyn+l - v[t >~v[ ly .  - vH. 
Proof. Component  i of (4.7) is 
(~n+l,i : P(h.2i)6.,i + Ti. 
First we show that there is growth in the perturbation as a result of the unstable component k for 
which  I1~.11o~ = I~.,kl: 
I~.+1,~1 ~ IP(h,2k)116.,k[ --ITkl ~ (r -- I(()C2)1[~.11oo. 
Because r > 1 and  1(0  ---, 0 as ( ~ 0, when ( is sufficiently small, there is a number v such that 
r - l(()Cz >i v > 1. Then 
For each i e I2, the stable components, 
I~.+1,,I ~ I~.,,I + IT~I ~ (1 + l(OCz)ll6.11~. 
Because r > 1 and l(() ~ 0 as ( ~ 0, it follows that for sufficiently small 
II~.+,lloo ~16.+1,kl ~ (r --  l(~)C=)ll~.ll~ >(1 + l(ff)C2)ll~. Iloo ~16.+1,,I. 
This says that no index in 12 can correspond to a component of maximum magnitude in 6. + 1, and 
hence that the indices of all such components belong to I1. [] 
Now we demonstrate that the error estimator will recognize instability, at least as long as the 
solution remains in a neighborhood of v. 
Theorem 8. Let {y,} result from an explicit Runge-Kutta method applied to a problem of the form 
(4.1). I f  the sequence of step sizes {h.} is r-unstable and satisfies the nondegeneracy assumption (3.5), 
and if the solution {y.} remains in a sufficiently small ball about the constant solution v, then the 
estimated local error grows exponentially fast. 
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Proof. We first rewrite the estimate in terms of v: 
eStn : (fin +1 -- V) -- (Yn +1 - -  V). 
Taking Zn = v in (4.4) and using the fact that both formulas are exact for v, we have 
eStn = (P(hnJ)  - P(hnJ))(Yn - v) + i - -  t, 
where i and t are contributions from the nonlinearity. The nondegeneracy assumption states that 
Q(hnJ )  = P (h , J )  - P (hn J )  has an inverse that is uniformly bounded by a constant C1. Using this, 
Q(hn J ) -  lestn = (Yn -- v) + Q(hn J ) -  1(i - t), 
and 
Clllest. II t> I IQ(hn J ) - 'es t .  II >1 IlYn--VII - I lO (h . j ) - l ( i - t ) l l .  
Now, using a bound from Theorem 4 
I IO(h,J)- l ( i  - 1)11 ~ Cl(Ihtl[ + Ili11) ~ l(()ClH~C(o) + ~)llYn - vii. 
Let C 3 = c1nx(to + ~). The inequalities imply that 
IleStn II /> C~-~(1 - I (C )C3) l l y .  - vii. 
For sufficiently small (, the factor Ci-1(1 - 1 ( ( )C3)  is positive and according to Theorem 7, the 
factor IlYn- vii grows exponentially fast. This implies that the local error estimate also grows 
exponentially fast. [] 
For a sequence of r-unstable step sizes two things are possible. Either the estimated local error 
grows to the point that the step size selection algorithm would reduce the step size, or the solution 
leaves the ball about the limit solution v where the analysis is done. The following example shows 
that when the computed solution is not sufficiently close to the limit solution, the nonlinearity can 
stifle the explosive growth of the instability and cause the error estimate to remain small even when 
the step size is unstable for the model problem. Consider the equation 
yr  Y 
1 + lOOy 2 =f(Y)" 
The equation has the constant solution v(x) =- 0 and is globally stable. The corresponding model 
equation is y' = - y, for which Euler's method with a constant step size h is unstable when h > 2. 
For such an h a little calculation shows that if Yo > 0, then [Ynl grows exponentially fast as long as 
y2 < (h - 2)/200. If, however, y2 > (h - 2)/200, then lYnl decreases exponentially fast. The differ- 
ence solution settles quickly to a limit with yn 2 = (h -- 2)/200 and Yn+l = --Yn" Thus the nonlinear 
terms stifle the explosive growth when { yn} leaves a neighborhood ofthe constant solution v. To see 
what might happen with an estimate of the local error, it is clearer to consider the first-order 
method resulting from taking two steps of size hi2 with Euler's method because the yn then do not 
alternate in sign. For small Yo > 0, a little calculation shows that the yn grow explosively until 
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settling on the (stable) constant solution x/(h - 4)/400. A standard error estimate for a first-order 
method is est, = h[f(y,+ 1) - f(Y,)]. Obviously est, will grow rapidly at first, but will tend to zero 
as y, tends to a constant - -  the error estimate does not reveal that integration of the model problem 
with this step size is unstable. 
5. Non-autonomous problems 
Equations of the form 
y' = Jy + g(x) (5.1) 
are often used for investigations of stiffness. Eq. (5.1) is ordinarily rewritten in terms of a particular 
solution p(x): 
y' = J(.v -p tx ) )  +p'(x). t5.2) 
With the usual assumptions on J, the equation is globally stable, all solutions converge to the limit 
solutionp(x), and stiffness is present whenp(x) is "easy" for the method. The solutionp(x) plays the 
role that the constant solution v does when g(x) is constant. A constant solution is integrated 
exactly and the analog here is to suppose that when taking a step from the easy solution itself, it is 
stability rather than accuracy that constrains the numerical solution. We assume, then, that for all 
h, ~< H, the discretization error 
de. =p(x ,+0-p ,+ l  
is bounded by a quantity r that is much less than the local error tolerance, 
max Ilde, II ~ r<<local error tolerance. 
~n 
(5.3) 
It is important o appreciate what is being bounded here. It is not the error of a step from just any 
solution curve, rather the error of a single step taken from the "easy" solution p(x) itself - -  
Prothero and Robinson [8] made use of the same concept in studying the stability and accuracy of 
one-step methods applied to stiff problems. When we examine the behavior of the error estimator, 
we must take into account he behavior of the companion formula. For (2.3) to be a valid error 
estimate, it must be the case that the companion formula is more accurate than the basic formula. 
Because of this it is reasonable to assume that p(x) is also "easy" for the companion formula. 
Specifically, for all h. ~< H, the discretization error of the higher-order formula is also much smaller 
than the tolerance. 
max IIp(x,+l) - /~,+ all ~ 6<<local error tolerance. 
9C a 
(5.4) 
Whether a quantity is small compared to the tolerance depends on how the quantity is measured, 
but the norm selected for this purpose does not affect the qualitative results we obtain. 
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Theorem 9. Let y,+ 1 be the result of a step of length h, of a Runge-Kutta method (2.2) applied to (5.2) 
from x.,y, .  For a sequence {hn} of r-stable step sizes with hn <<, H, 
IlYn+s -p(xn+s)ll ~< r~llYn --P(xn)ll + r/(1 -- r), 
where r < 1 and z is defined in (5.3). Further, the norm of the estimated local error decays 
exponentially fast to a level much smaller than the tolerance, 
[lestn+~ll ~< I-f+ r][rSllYn -P(xn)l l  + z/(1 -- r)] + z + 6, 
where ~ is a constant and 6 is defined in (5.4). 
Proof. The stability analysis of Section 3 can be applied to problems of the form (5.2) with little 
change. As before, 
Yn+l -- Zn+l = P(hnJ)(Yn - Zn). 
Earlier we took zn = r and obtained a very simple relationship because zn + 1 = r. Now when we 
take zn =p(xn), the result of the step is Pn+l and 
Yn+l --p(xn+~) = (Yn+l --Pn+l) -- (P(Xn+ 1) --Pn+ 1) = P(hnd)(Yn -P(Xn))  - den. (5.5) 
For an r-stable step size we have 
IlYn+, -p(xn+~)[I ~< r l[yn-p(xn)l l  + ~. 
This differs from the earlier situation by the presence of a "small" discretization error. An easy 
argument shows that 
IlYn+, -p(xn+~)ll ~< r~llyn -P(xn)ll  + z/(1 - r). 
This says that Ilyn-p(xn)ll decays exponentially fast until it reaches a "small" value, small 
compared to the tolerance on the local error. Of course, we must expect something like this since 
even ifyn were actually equal to p (xn), the next approximate solution would differ from p (xn + 1) by 
the discretization error. 
From (2.3) the estimated error in Yn+l is 
estn = ~n+l  --Pn+ 1) - -  (Yn+l --Pn+ 1) "~-Pn+ 1 - -Pn+l ,  (5.6) 
estn = (P(hnd) - P(hnJ))(Yn - p(xn)) + (p(xn+ 1) -Pn+ 1) - (p (xn+ 1) - f in+ 1). 
This expression leads to 
Ilestnl[ ~< IlP(hnJ) - P(h~J)]l IlYn -p(xn)l l  + "r + 
~< [~ + r] IlYo --p(xn)ll + r + 6. 
Because IlY, -p(xn)l l  gets small as the integration proceeds, so does the estimated error. More 
specifically, 
Ilestn+~ll ~< I-~ + r-] I-r~llYn -p(x , ) l l  + z/(1 - r)] + z + 6. 
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Because r < I and both z and 6 are much less than the local error tolerance, this inequality 
implies that the estimated local error decays exponentially fast to a level much smaller than the 
tolerance. [] 
Instability is rather more difficult to investigate than when a constant solution v is present. First 
we must show that the instability causes the numerical solution y. to separate xponentially fast 
from the "easy" solution p(x). Proceeding much as we did with instability in the presence of 
a nonlinearity, we multiply (5.5) by M and define 8. = M(y.  -p (x . ) )  and T = Mde.:  
M (y.+ I - p(x.+ ,)) = M P(h . J )M-  ~ M (y. - p(x.)) + Mde.,  
(5.7) 
8, + 1 = diag {P(h. ,aq)} 8, + T. 
Here [[T[] ~< []M[[z. As in Theorem 7, let I1 be the set of indices corresponding to directions in 
which perturbations are amplified and 12 those in which they are not. 
Theorem 10. Suppose that h, is an r-unstable step size and that the perturbation M(y,  -p (x . ) )  is 
such that its largest component corresponds to a direction that is amplified, i.e., 118,11  --la,.kl for 
some k e I1.  Further suppose that 118,11  > 2z l lM l l / ( r -1 ) .  Then the largest component in 
8,+1 = M (y, -p  (x.)) also corresponds to a direction that is amplified and 
I l y .+ l -p(x .+l ) l ]  > (L -~- ) l l y .  -p(x.) [ [ .  
Further, the estimate of the local error grows exponentially fast as the integration proceeds. 
Proof. Component i of (5.7) is 
tS.+ x.i = P(h.~.i)t~n.i q- Ti. 
With the assumption about the size of II 8. II o~, this implies that for the kth element, 
16.+1,kl >/rla..kl -IIMII ~, 
hence 
[[8n+1[[~ >~ [6.+1,k[ j> r[[8.[[~--[[M[[z > (-r-~ 1-) [[8.1[oo. 
Because the factor (r + 1)/2 is bigger than 1, the perturbation is amplified in the step. Furthermore, 
for i e I2, this result and the assumption about how the size of [[ 8. [[ 0o relates to • imply that 
19.+1,i1-~< llS.II~ + ],MI, • < (L2---1) 118.11oo < ,a.+l,k, ~< I18.+ 111~. 
hence i is not the index of a component of maximum magnitude in 8.+ 1. 
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Using the nondegeneracy assumption (3.5) we can write expression (5.6) as 
Q(h . J ) -x  est. = y .  - p (x.) + Q(h . j ) - I  [de. + ~e.] ,  
from which it is easy to see that 
Cl l les t . I I />  tly. -p (x . ) l l  - C I (T + c~) 
and then that 
Ilest.II /> Ci-lllY, -p (x . ) l l  - (r + c5). 
Because there is a class of per turbat ionsy ,  -p  (x,) that grow exponential ly fast, this last inequality 
shows that the estimate of the local error also grows exponential ly fast. []  
A matter  that is rather different now is that we have supposed the initial perturbat ion is 
somewhat  larger than the discretization error, a quantity that is much smaller than the tolerance on 
the local error. If the initial perturbat ion is not large enough, it is possible that Ily. -p  (x.)ll will not 
grow. To see this, let us apply Euler's method to the scalar problem 
y '= -2 (y -p (x ) )+p ' (x ) ,  2>>1, p(x)=ctx  2+f ix+y,  
where ~, fl, and 7 are constants. Let ( = 1 - h2. With a constant step size h, 
Yn+l -- p(x.+ 1) = (1 -- h2) (y. - p(x.))  - [p(x.+ 1) - p(x. )  - hp'(x.)] .  
If we take y. = p(x. )  in this expression, we find that the discretization error is 
de. = p(x.+ 1) - P.+I = p(x.+ 1) - -  p(Xn)  - -  hp'(x.) .  
Because p(x) is a quadratic, 
h 2 
p(x.+ l) = p(x .  + h) = p(x. )  + hp'(x.)  +-~p"(x . ) ,  
and de. = ~h 2 is constant. Let 6. = y.  - p(x.).  Now it is easy to show that 
] j  
General ly perturbat ions grow, but if 6. = c~h2/(1 - (), then 
( °¢h2~ 0~h 2
6.+ 1 = ( \1  - Q} + ~h2 - -  1 - (" 
Thus for this particular (small) perturbation,  y,  + s - p (x ,  + ~) is constant even though h might be too 
large for stability. To be concrete, suppose that p(x)= x(1 -  x), 2 = 300, h = 10 -2. Because 
h2 = 3, the step size is much too large for stability, but the discretization error de, = -h  2 = 
- 10 -4 is small. With these values g = - 1, ( = 1 - h2 = - 3, and 
c~h 2
6. = y.  - p(x.)  - 1 - ( - ½ × 10-4" 
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This says that there is a small initial perturbation for which the numerical solution stays uniformly 
close to the slowly varying limit solution p(x) even though the perturbation is in a direction for 
which the step size is much too large for stability when integrating the model problem. 
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